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Abstract: Social media has become more and more widely used nowadays. As the most popular media, a lot of information spread through Twitter, especially given the fact that U.S. President Trump has used Twitter as his main official free news publication outlet. Therefore, social media platforms like Twitter have become the important sources to extract information and then the information could be further analyzed through text analytics models for decision-making problems. In this paper, we first investigate several text analytics methods and then multiple tweets retrieving methods/software will be investigated: Twitter Analytics, Application for Twitter, Python plus Tweepy, and Next Analytics. Seven criteria related to features are applied to compare the methods for ease of use, extraction timing and capability to accommodate big data. Given that our results may be approximate because we might not be able to observe all the capability and features of the software, our results show that Python plus Tweepy method is the most ideal one when applying to big data projects (millions of tweets or above) and real time text data extraction. Next Analytics is the software that could retrieve historical text message in a more convenient way through Excel and is able to trace back further in time period, which could give much better capabilities in social media analysis.
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1. Introduction

Twitter is an online social network, a micro blogging service where “tweets” are issued by participants to followers. Twitter appeals to a broad range of users covering every age group, and is internationally one of the most popular social media platforms. tweets are short, less than or equal to 140-characters. Status updates appear on users timelines. Similar to a Facebook, there is a home screen but only with short status updates. The contents of a tweet could include: mentions of other users, hash tags, URL’s, and pictures or other attached media.

Previous literature relating to extracting data from Twitter and social networks have tended to focus on specific software languages and advanced usage (e.g. python) and not commercial packages [2, 3]. Our focus here is to review selected commercial offerings relevant to non-experts in python or other programming languages.

Studies have provided a workshop on using Twitter for multiple objectives including prediction [4]. A user may favorite (similar to “like”) or retweet, which forwards an original user’s tweet via the new user’s account. Upon logging in to Twitter, a user sees their home timeline, tweets from users they follow listed chronologically. Clicking on a specific user will lead to a user timeline, the collection of tweets written by them. The contents of a tweet could include: mentions of other users, hash tags, URL’s, and pictures or other attached media.

Previous literature relating to extracting data from Twitter and social networks have tended to focus on specific software languages and advanced usage (e.g. python) and not commercial packages [2, 3]. Our focus here is to review selected commercial offerings relevant to non-experts in python or other programming languages.

Studies have provided a workshop on using Twitter for
developers evaluate extraction software. In Section 2, the four extraction methods that are considered are described. Admittedly, there is arbitrariness in selecting the four but we focused on those which currently have the highest google page ranks. Then, seven criteria are described and used to evaluate the four methods in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the findings and implications as well as suggests opportunities for future research.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data Analytics Methods

Text data is usually semi-structured or unstructured, but the computer cannot directly calculate the text data, and it needs to be converted into the computable model [5]. The most commonly used text representation model is the Vector Space Model (VSM), and in VSM, after the word segmentation, the text first removes the stop words, and then counts the word frequency, and finally expresses it in the vector form. In addition, the text is simplified to the so-called BOW (bag of words), ignoring the word order, grammar and syntax of a text, which is only regarded as a set or a combination of words, in which each word is independent. At present, BOW has become a common mode of the text categorization [6, 7].

2.1.1. Bayesian Classification

The Bayesian classification algorithm is based on the Bayesian theory. It is a text classification algorithm using the prior probability and the conditional probability. It has the characteristics of the simple implementation, the high accuracy and the fast speed. The Bayesian algorithm is based on the assumption of independence. That is, the effect of an attribute on a given class is independent of the value of other attributes. The independence hypothesis is too restrictive, and it is often not valid in the practical application, so in many cases its classification accuracy cannot be guaranteed [8].

2.1.2. k-Nearest Neighbor

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is a case-based negative learning algorithm. The idea of the algorithm is to count k most similar sample categories of a sample in the feature space, and then determine the category of the sample to be classified by the weighted voting. KNN classifier only stores instances and traverses training samples for each unknown input, so its algorithm efficiency is very low when dealing with a large number of the data to be classified [9].

2.1.3. Support Vector Machine

The support vector machines (SVM) is a machine learning technology developed by V. Vapnik and his Bell Laboratory team. SVM is a linear classifier, which adopts the principle of the structural risk minimization [10]. Its characteristic is that it can simultaneously minimize the empirical error and maximize the geometric edge area. Finally, the classification problem is transformed into solving the optimal decision-making hyperplane problems. This method belongs to the category of the statistical learning theory, which studies the machine learning law under the small samples. It has the good adaptability to small samples, overcomes the phenomenon of "over-learning", and has the relatively good performance indicators. The two most important factors affecting the classification performance of SVM are the error penalty parameters and the kernel functions [11].

2.1.4. Neural Network

The neural network is a simulation of the nervous system. In the text categorization, a neural network consists of a group of neurons, whose input units usually represent terms, and the output units represent the categories or the class interest, and the connection weights of the neurons represent the conditional dependencies. The simplest neural network for the text categorization is the perceptron. The perceptron is actually a linear classifier, which converts the classification problem into a correction problem for the error classification. By iterating and updating all the training instances, the number of the error classifications is lower than a certain threshold, and the weight of each input component connected to the perceptron is obtained [12, 13].

2.2. Twitter Extraction Methods

To retrieve Twitter text data for feeding the topic models, we have investigated the following four methods.

2.2.1. Twitter Analytics

The Twitter analytics dashboard [14] is an add-on for users with advertiser status. These users can find detailed information on how their outgoing tweets are performing based on a few different criteria. The Twitter analytics tool provides public data only. If a user account has privacy settings and they do not follow the advertisers, their data will not be provided. This makes retrospective analyses for the previously unfollowed (apparently) impossible.

The dashboard is an intuitive tool for social media marketers. On the dashboard, the user can see a maximum date range of 91 days of their past tweets performance. The dashboard shows the user the top ten accounts their followers follow, ranked by percentage. This information can be used to better understand what kind of information your followers are interested in on Twitter.

The data provided by Twitter includes a tweet impressions, link clicks, retweets, detail expands, favorites, embedded media clicks, user profile clicks, and replies. An impression is the number of times the tweet is read. Link clicks refers to the number of times the URL was clicked. Detail expands is the number of times the tweet was clicked on the view details. A graph displays the past month of data, if a user wants to compare different months the data can be downloaded to a CSV file. This information would help the user determine which of their tweets was most effective in reaching their audience, or whether a certain time was most effective. There is also a feature that tracks follower increases or decreases and information on follower’s location and gender. Tracking the audience’s interests is a key feature of this method.
2.2.2. Application for Twitter

An analytics application called “Follow the Hashtag” [15] has many useful features. The main dashboard section includes: total tweets, total impressions, total potential tweet impressions in followers timelines, and results from multiplying each contributor’s keyword repetitions and it’s number of followers and adding all contributors potential impressions. Other outputs include the total audience, total potential audience, result of adding each contributor followers number, impressions / audience, and impressions per user of a tweet with searched keyword.

Algorithms are utilized to analyze Twitter contributors’ gender and percentage of males and females. Follow the hashtag allows users to export data to a PDF or CSV. Both will produce detailed sheets including: summary, top tweets, top users, gender, reach, charting data, geolocation, and stream data (tweet content, country etc.). The reports also include the best hour of the day, best day of the week for a hashtag's performance. An influence section is also included showing user by keyword repeats, top users by influence score, and top users by keyword. An influence score shows the largest contributors in a searched keyword. There is a historical data feature where the user can recover tweets only up to 60 days old. A Twitter picture analysis is available which shows all the pictures related to a Twitter search, useful for picture based Twitter, or to get a general overview. An aggregated key repeats chart shows aggregated repetition values over time of the most repeated words related to your search. This chart shows the evolution of each related keyword discovering how a searched keyword is related to others over time. Overall, the usability and built-in analytics shine but the extraction is somewhat limited.

2.2.3. Python Plus Tweepy

Python is a widely used programming language that is easy to use, and effective for text analytics. In particular, it is used in multiple software programs for exporting data from Twitter. Tweepy [16] is a python library that uses Twitter’s application programming interface (API) to access public data. An API is a way for other programs to enter a given program. To access Twitter’s streaming API, the user must create an app on Twitter. Once the Twitter API access is granted the user needs the API key. This API must be secret with an access token and access token secret. A script file is utilized to access live tweets, the file can search for specific keywords or usernames. The file can be run for any length of time depending upon the amount of data the user wishes to collect. This program can only pull current, live tweets, no historical data can be provided. The data can be exported to a CSV using a line of code. In our experiments we found that the interface was difficult to understand and the derived CSV was somewhat miss-parsed, i.e., the fields were not cleanly usable in all cases.

2.2.4. Next Analytics

Next Analytics [17] is a paid software program used for video and social media analytics, including Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. Here, we focus on Twitter analytics. Next Analytics for Twitter is primarily associated with Microsoft Excel as an add-in function. Next Analytics could extract all the tweets going back to the start of Twitter itself. Users can select to extract tweets from their own account, followers’ accounts, or any specific account. Yet, the extraction is on an account basis unlike, e.g. Twitter analytics. The output from Next Analytics is also in the format of excel including the information account name, tweet text, post time, account favorite number, account friend number, account follower number, and retweet number. The formatting of the output is well done so that not much effort is needed to clean up after the extraction before analysis.

3. Benchmarking

3.1. Criteria

The first criteria relates to which sources of tweets can be tracked. Message sources show where the data is from. For both Python plus Tweepy and Follow the Hashtag application methods, when the searching keywords are inputted, the two methods will search for the tweets with the keyword across the world. For the Twitter Analytics and Next Analytics methods, the data and analyses will only be from the activities of the user account. Moreover, Next Analytics also has the function for users to choose the data sources: account users themselves, followers, friends, or even specific accounts the users want to analyze. Therefore, if the analysis is targeted to specific users, the Twitter Analytics and Next Analytics methods should be applied.

Second, the analysis duration gives out the time range of data. For the Python plus Tweepy method, the data is real time. The program will search for and output the tweets with the searching keywords from the time point of the start of the program until the stop command is inputted. As long as there is a tweet with the keyword posted online, the program will output it instantaneously. For analysis duration, Twitter Analytics and Follow the Hashtag application methods analyze the data in history for the time range specified by users. The time range can look back for up to two years. For Next Analytics, the software could extract data back to whenever Twitter keeps for the account holders.

Third, some extraction methods show the individual tweets and others do not. All four extraction methods permit the outputs of individual messages but Follow the Hashtag emphasizes the statistics and meta data making viewing individual tweets less direct.

All of the software permit significant customization and flexibility. The fourth criteria relates to the level of detail of derived outputs as subjectively assessed in our testing. We find that Follow the Hashtag and Python plus Tweepy offer relatively sophisticated output, far beyond extracting the tweets themselves. The fifth relates to the ease for which summary statistics about the tweets can be obtained. These are the numerical portions of the outputs.
Again, some of the software such as Follow the Hashtag permit the easy derivation of detailed statistics. The sixth criteria is our subjective assessment of user friendliness. Here, we find that the programming environment is significantly less friendly than the others which have fairly standard graphical user interfaces. Finally, we also subjectively assessed how easy it is to derive outputs of various formats. Again, all of the software permits significant customization. Yet, we focus on emphasis and ease and find much greater potential for Python plus Tweepy than the others.

### 3.3. Applications and Industry Usage

In this section, we propose suggestions on how the various software might support activities in different industries. Each of the software programs has a strength, even Twitter Analytics might offer minimal installation. As Twitter is more and more popular as the means of communication and information publication, these alternative extraction methods could be used by different users to extract data and information for business needs.

Python plus Tweepy is a method extracting real-time original data and has a great ability handling large-scale data. Hence, this method could be applied to the cyber security industry. Hypothetically, high end users such as the Department of Defense (DoD) could apply this method to extract keywords posted on Twitter in real time. As long as the terrorists publish a tweet with dangerous messages, the DoD could monitor the account activity and take appropriate actions. Moreover, this method satisfies the business need for high-end news-based trading in high-frequency trading (HFT) on Wall Street. HFT traders could use Python plus Tweepy to track company names, key words, and trading news on Twitter at any given time. For example, the Wall Street Journal posts a message that profit of Google this year goes up. The trader will use the Python plus Tweepy method to track the Wall Street Journal Twitter account and “Google’s profit goes up” information. Then, the Tweepy software can extract information in real time and transfer it to another program which will identify the keywords and semantics and further process the information to output the command on buying Google stocks. All these processes are carried out within microseconds or even nanoseconds automatically on computers. Therefore, for the business objective of real-time information and fast processing on the raw data, this method is the best.

For the Twitter Analytics method, its message source is primarily from the activities of the user account and the data statistics that is available directly to the users. Therefore, the result could be directly used by marketing professionals. Like the advertisements on Gmail and Facebook accounts, marketing departments of retailing companies could use this method to get the posting message of specific customers and doing further analysis with keywords. Then, the companies would know what products the customer may be interested in and target users to send the corresponding advertisements.

The Follow the Hashtag application method could also be applied in a similar way with more built-in statistical information but also more installation burden. As this application also provides the information about the best hour of the day, best day of the week for hashtags’ performance, retailers could use this function to know when their product related keywords are most active. Then, they could target their advertising and sales forces on those active time points for better sales efficiency. Moreover, because its message source is from the whole Twitter network, media or fashion industries could benefit from it. The media or fashion industries could set the statistical analysis duration to be only within recent months. Then, the statistical analysis will give the result could be directly used by marketing professionals. Like to analyze news or fashion trends and in turn customize their business to accommodate the public’s needs and trends.

For Next Analytics, because it has many functions analyzing Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube, it could be applied to a range in analytics for different media. Moreover, because it performs the best when...
analyzing historical data with user-friendly interface, it is a good method in extracting and analyzing historical tweet text. Moreover, the output also includes the total retweet number [4], and the number of retweets can be used as an important indicator in the prediction model for social events and changes. Therefore, if users want to use Twitter to analyze historical data for cyber security industry, media or fashion industries, or even use the results to analyze whether a Hollywood movie will be a hit, Next Analytics method should be selected.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper analyzed four popular methods of extracting tweets and data mining from Twitter based on seven criteria. We also provide recommendations for different types of user related to different hypothetical industry usages. For example, Twitter Analytics method is good for business needs on specific customers targeting and customer behavior predicting. The Follow the Hashtag application method is good for public trend and topic analysis, which could aid for users desiring significant statistical capabilities. Python plus Tweepy has a significant advantage on large scale raw data and information extracting. Therefore, it could satisfy the business needs of fast and large raw tweet data extracting and processing by relatively sophisticated users. Finally, Next Analytics offers relatively good capability for extracting historical data. Hence, it could be used for building forecasting models or reconstructing historical events.

There are numbers of opportunities for future research. First, commercial software is always changing so the analysis here could be repeated with criteria that expand as all capabilities grow. Yet, users will have specific needs and we found very different abilities to meet those needs. For example, we found it difficult to study events over one year prior with software other than Next Analytics. Such differences, if they persist, will motivate updates to the results. Second, specifications for extraction software can be developed as standards by international organizations. The ability to generate helpful summary information from tweets will continue to grow and the need for analysis tools and related standards will grow also.
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